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Abstract 
Most of the household appliance energy efficiency label is considered qualified level of energy efficiency index of 
how to limit the power consumption of the household appliances, rarely consider reducing the power consumption of 
competitive advantage for the household appliance. This is the first Low-carbon Economic Development from the 
perspective given the implementation appliance energy efficiency label of Game Theory in this paper. The household 
appliance enterprises use market mechanism to guide economic development model from the perspective of low-
carbon building scientific and effective energy conservation, sound development of mechanisms to protect the 
environment. 
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1. Introduction 
 Growing energy consumption and environmental p roblems have caused energy -saving emission 
reduction and environmental protection awareness to become increasingly common attention in the world. 
In recent years, more and more countries and regions ask the household appliances to satisfy the need of 
energy saving and emission reduction, and to limit the energy-efficiency label of high energy 
consumption appliances to promote actively.  
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Energy-efficiency label is a label affixed to products, which highlights the size of the product energy 
consumption and the level of efficiency. Consumers can get the visual energy consumption and d aily 
consumption cost when they buy products with the label. Therefore, they can determine which  models of 
the same type’s products have higher energy efficient and less use cost. It can help consumers to make 
rational purchase decisions, and can encourage manufacturers to design higher levels of products which 
than the minimum energy efficiency standards. It can also increase the distributions of high energy -
efficient product types on the market and decrease household and office equipment (such as stove, 
electric refrigerator, furnace and water heater, etc.) consume unnecessary electricity and fuel. 
The first energy efficiency standards which had a great impact on manufacturers and reduced energy 
consumption significantly, enacted in Californ ia, America in 1976. These standards took effect in 1977, 
and entered into force as a national standard in 1988. In 2001, about more than 20 countries in  the world, 
including EU member states used mandatory energy efficiency s tandard or label for a product. Mandatory 
identification program is in  parallel with the standard project development. In 1976, France introduced 
comparison label of mandatory household appliances, heating, boilers, water heaters, refrigerators, 
washing machines, TV, gas stove and dishwasher. Japan, Canada and the United States also carried out 
identification program of these products and other products shortly thereafter. The United States 
Promulgated the label p roject of major household appliances in 1975, and it entered into force in the 
name of the "Energy  Guide" in  1980. Australia implemented the label projects in  1987, and there was no 
new mandatory label project before. The label pro ject also covered major household appliances products 
like other eight projects in 90’s. 
 Ch ina is the largest producer of household electrical appliances; international standards are closely 
related with Chinese household appliance export enterprises. According to “minimum allowable values of 
energy efficiency and energy efficiency grades for household refrigerator " (GB 12021.2-2008) which 
implemented formally on 1st May, 2009, the refrigerators sold in Chinese market would be affixed  to the 
unified cert ified energy efficiency grade labels. The refrigerators with high energy consumption and low 
efficiency which can not meet the new standards would be eliminated. Mandatory national standard " 
minimum allowable values of energy efficiency and energy efficiency grades for flat-panel TVs " 
established by Chinese Energy In frastructure and Management Technical Commission recently. It 
published on the WTO / TBT website in October, 2009.  And Publicity expiry is the 5th January, 2010.  
 However, the household appliance energy efficiency labels related to lots of aspects. Such as draft the 
relevant laws and regulations , construct implementation modes and operation mechanisms, design energy 
efficiency label draft, energy efficiency label of the draft design and market research, build testing 
capacity and market supervision capacity, nurture the energy efficiency awareness , promote systems, and 
introduce the related incentives and restrictive policies. Most of the household appliance energy 
efficiency labels consider how to limit the household appliance energy consumption under the energy 
efficiency index level of qualified household appliance product. It rarely considers the impact of reducing 
power consumption on enterprises ’ competit ive advantages. It is the first time to propose the market 
competition strategy of household appliance energy efficiency labels from the perspective of low-carbon 
economy model in this paper. It uses market mechanism to guide enterprises to construct scientific and 
effective energy conservation mechanism from the perspective of low-carbon economy development 
model.  
2. Household Appliance Energy Efficiency Label Index 
 According to the relevant provisions  of “Law of the People’s Republic of China on Energy 
Conservation", the energy efficiency limited value of energy efficiency standards is the technical index to 
prevent high energy consumption product to enter into the market, and is the basis for the country to 
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eliminated high energy consumption lighting products. In accordance with the mandatory national 
"minimum allowable values of energy efficiency and energy efficiency grades for flat-panel TVs" 
provision, min imum allowable value of energy efficiency for flat-panel TVs is the grade 3 o f energy 
efficiency grades. 
In accordance with the mandatory national minimum allowable values of energy efficiency and energy 
efficiency grades for flat-panel TVs prov ision, energy conservation evaluation value for flat-panel TVs is 
the grade 2 of the energy efficiency grades. The flat-panel TVs  use external power, and the external 
power should comply with energy conservation evaluation value requirements in GB 20943. 
 In accordance with the mandatory national "minimum allowable values of energy efficiency and 
energy efficiency grades for flat-panel TVs” provision, energy efficiency grades for flat-panel TVs are 
divided into three grades. And grade 1 has the highest energy efficiency. Energy efficiency index for flat-
panel TVs should not less than the provisions. Flat-panel TV energy efficiency is calculated as follows: 
Sk PP
SLEff 
u                                                                      (1) 
Where Eff is flat TV energy efficiency, the unit is candela per watt (cd/W);Pk is switched on energy 
consumption, the unit is watt(W);PS is signal processing power consumption, the unit is watt(W).Use 
analog RF and YpbPr as input ports , Ps is 10W;use digital RF as input port, Ps is 17W;L is the average 
brightness of the screen, the unit is(cd/m2);S is effective emitting area of the screen, the unit is (m2). 
LCD TV energy efficiency index formula:       
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                                                    (2) 
Where EEILCD is LCD TV energy efficiency index, dimensionless;  EffLCD_ref   is LCD TV energy 
efficiency baseline value, equal to 1.10 Cd/W. 
  Plasma TV energy efficiency Index formula: 
                             
refPDP
PDP Eff
EffEEI
_
 
                                                             (3) 
 Where EEIPDP is plas ma TV energy efficiency index; d imensionless; EffPDP-ref isPlasma TV energy 
efficiency baseline value. 
3. Game Analysis Among Appliance Enterprises under Low-carbon Economic Development 
Suppose the national implementation of energy efficiency label system is imperfect and consumers 
energy efficiency label awareness is not strong, in accordance with the energy efficiency grade and 
product specifications, the subsidies of the first energy efficiency 32-inch LCD TV is  ¥300 each unit, 42-
inch LCD TV is   ¥450 each unit  , 52-inch LCD TV is ¥600 each unit, the subsidies of the second energy 
efficiency 32-inch LCD TV is  ¥200each unit, 42-inch LCD TV is  ¥350each unit, and 52-inch LCD TV 
is ¥ 500  each unit. Enterprises implement low carbon economy can get ¥ 600, they do not to implement 
low- carbon economy can get ¥ 900. if both enterprises do not implement low-carbon economy, each of 
them can get ¥ 900, while  both enterprises pursue low-carbon economy, enterprise A and enterprise B can 
only get ¥ 600.Therefore, under the circumstances  of weak government regulation and weak consumer 
environmental protection awareness, the optimal decision-making for the enterprise is not to implement 
low-carbon economy. The result is both sides get into prisoner's dilemma, enterprises can not achieve 
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sustainable development, and the benefits of the whole society can not increase. It will increase the 
distribution of the high energy efficiency product, reduce the harm to the environment and achieve 
sustainable development. Thus, if both enterprises implement low-carbon economy, they will get ¥ 1,200 
respectively. If both enterprises do not to implement low-carbon economy, they can only get ¥700.  
From the game model, if both the enterprises do not implement low carbon economy, the two  sides 
only have ¥700. While pursuing low carbon economy, both sides can get ¥1,200. Therefore, under the 
circumstances of effective government regulation and increased consumer environmental protection 
awareness, the optimal decision-making is to implement low-carbon economy. The result of the game is 
both sides implement low-carbon economy. Therefore, it can achieve Pareto optimality. 
4. Conclusion 
 Ch ina's household appliance energy efficiency takes upward trend as a whole. But there are some 
fluctuations. Energy and resource condition determines our coal-based energy consumption structure is 
difficult to change in the short term. Therefore, it needs to adjust and optimize energy consumption 
structure further, increase renewable energy development efforts  of natural gas and electricity. In  addition, 
there is a little change about the energy product conversion efficiency. It needs to increase scientific and 
technological input, speed up technological transformat ion and equipment renewal, promot e energy 
saving technology and application pace of management mode. Therefore, it can improve effectively 
energy product processing conversion efficiency.  
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